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Dear Parents,
“Greetings from IIS Family”
This is to bring to your kind notice that the MOE has made it mandatory for all schools in the UAE to
conduct International Assessment Tests for the students for AY 2022-23. Based on the instructions
from the Ministry of Education, our school is planning to conduct ASSET for Grades III, V, VII & IX.
ASSET is a unique test that checks the depth of students’ understanding on every topic (Inclusive of
English, Maths and Science).
HOW DO STUDENTS BENEFIT FROM TAKING ASSET?
Students get a personalized comprehensive view of their performance, in the Student My Book, on the
test along with detailed insights on their strengths and areas that need improvement. Students also get
benchmarked with their peers across the country and internationally, to help them understand where
they stand, along with targeted practice questions.
GUIDELINE FOR USING AQAD
An initiative of ASSET, AQAD (ASSET QUESTION-A-DAY) is a set of thought provoking
questions picked from the ASSET database to test students' understanding of concepts and is made
available daily through this website. Students are advised to login and practice questions to get
adequate training and exposure for attempting the ASSET type questions for English, Maths &
Science. We urge and request our parents to monitor and support their wards so that they can
perform better in upcoming ASSET Examination.




The below given link will guide you to the web page of AQAD
https://www.aqad.in/registrationForm.php?language=en
Login as Student, provide the necessary details requested by the website.
Once you login, the account questions will be shared through the mail to students.

School Initiatives for providing adequate training for students of Grades 3, 5, 7 & 9
1. Subject teachers sharing weekly AQAD questions through worksheets and assignments and uploading
in the portal. Along with that, during teaching periods, one practice question is also being given to the
students of applicable Grades.
2. Homework period will be utilized for providing more training to students by giving sufficient practice
for ASSET questions – English, Maths & Science.
3. Mock Test for ASSET in LMS will be conducted for Grades 3,5,7, & 9 during the school hours in order
to analyze the students’ progress.
4. ASSET booklet will be prepared and distributed to students of Grades 3,5,7 & 9 before Winter vacation
so that students can use vacation time in practicing ASSET questions.
Note: The test schedule given by the test providers is from 1st - 17th February 2023. The finalized
dates for conducting ASSET test at school will be intimated shortly.

